
Anticipation 
One of the tricks whieh sn animator has to learn is how to 
attmct the &ention of the audience to the right part of the 
,me, a t  the right moment. This is of great importance to 
prevent the audience missing some vital action and so the 
thread of the story. Although the audience is a group of 
individuals, the human brain works in a predictable way in 
these circumstances and it  is possible to rely fairly eonfident- 
ly on reflex audience reaction. 

If there are a number of static objects on the screen with the 
attention equally divided between them and suddenly one of 
the objects moves, all eyes go to the moving object about '/s 
second later. Movement is, in effect, a signal to attract 
attention. If, therefore, a preliminary movement is made 
before the main movement, such as drawing back the foot 
before a kick, the attention of the audience can be attracted to 
the foot. This ensures that they will see the kick when it  
comes. 

The amount of antieipation used considerably affects the 
speed of the action which follows it. If the audience can be led 
to expect something to happen then the action, when it  does 
take place, can be very fast indeed without them losing the 
thread of what is going an. If the audience is not prepared for 
something which happens very quickly, they may miss it. In 
this case the action has to he slower. 

In an extreme case, if the anticipation is properly done, the 
action itself needs only to he suggested for the audience to 
accept it (see page 50). For instance, if a character is to zip off 
screen it  is enough for him to draw back in preparation, 
followed by perhaps one or two drawings to start the forward 
movement. A few drybrush speed lines or a puff of dust can 
then imply that he has gone. These lines or dust should he 
made to disperse fairly slowly-probably in not less than 
twelve frames. 

Since movement attracts the 
attentionofthe audience, their 
attention wiii belacused where 
motion takes place. 

A simple anticipationofagrab. 
Thiscan be moreor less 
exaggerated according to 
circumstances. The character 
moves irom rest intothe 
anticipation at 2 then intothe grab 
position at 3. 



Follow through 
The animation of an extremity, such as a coat tail or a feather 
in the hat, is difficult to key at the same time as the character 
to which it belongs. Objects of this nature move to some 
extent independently of the character they are attached to. It 
is, therefore, difficult to predict where they will be a few 
frames ahead without following their movement drawing by 
drawing. The movement of an extremity depends on: 
1. The action of the character. 
2. The extremity's own weight and degree of flexibility. 
3. Air resistance. 

Imagine a dog with floppy ears which hang vertically when 
the dog is still: When the dog accelerates away the ears tend 
to stay behind but are pulled forward. As long as the dog does 
not slow down, the ears trail out behind, with a wave motion 
if the dog's head goes up and down. If the dog slaws do- and 
stops, the ears try to continue forward, and may stretch 
forwards before swinging backwards again and finally 
coming to rest. An attempt to key this movement with the dog 
is almost certain to fail. For instance, the ear may be moving 
at  its fastest as the dog is coming to rest. Similarly, a cloak of 
heavy cloth moves independently as a result of the movement 
of the character's shoulders. It is important for the fluidity of 
the animation that the cloak is allowed to continue with its 
own speed and direction when the shoulders change their 
speed and direction. As a cloak is a large area, air resistance 
may be important too, particularly if the cloth is light. The 
movement of a gauze veil, for example, is governed almost 
entirely by air resistance, trailing behind the character and 
drifting slowly to rest after the character does. 

Tomainlatnlludanmatlon t i 8  
essential totreal the weight of a 
body dlffeiently from its 
accessories or extremttes. 

behind. 

8 Wnenthedog stops,theear 
tends locontnue lorwaidr at the 
same speed before swinging to 
rest 
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D A horse's tall 

E Aleather, which is morespringy 
than the other examples 



A A dog jumps in and stops. The 
front legs squashan 2 anathe 
backregson 4. The head and tront 
legsare staticon5, elthoughthe 
back legs, tail and ears are still 
moving. 

8-F Five balls bouncing. 8. C and 
Eare together: Disoverlapped 
one frame late and Fonetrame 
early. ..... 

Overlapping action 
It IS usually a guod rdea in anlmatton to have a time lag 
between the movementb of d~rcrent  pans of the figure Thrs 
~s called uverlappmg acrlon. In a slow. ~ e n r l e  artLon this mav 
not he necessary, but in a more violen<movement it  helps tb 
give fluidity. 

If several characters are dancing in unison on the screen, that 
is, using the same animation traced off several times, their 
movements look much more alive and fluid with an overlap of 
one or two frames on some ofthe characters. The result is that 
these characters are just out of sync with the others, which 
appears less mechanical than having them exactly in unison. 
Rained soldiers marching, when the effect should be rather 
machine-like, should of course be timed exactly together. For 
a squad of new recruits, however, a four frame overlap an 
some of them may not be enough to give a ragged look to their 
marching. 

Imagine a dog running along and coming to a stop. The first 
thing to stop are probably his front feet, then his back legs 
and feet come up behind. As he has gone into a "squash' onto 
the fmnt feet at first, once all four feet are firmly on the 
ground he comes out of this and might even go up too high 
and settle hack into the final pose. If he has floppy ears, these 
are probably the last things to come to rest. 

The principle on which overlapping action is based, is really 
only that of momentum, inertia and action through a flexible 
joint as discussed on page 40. The Yeason it works so well in 
animation is that the natural tendencies of movement work 
in this way and these are picked up and exaggerated. 

G A loosely rattlng car can be 
built up, for exampie, n four 
drawings. The bonnet and the door 
can be keyed onthetopscale, two 
wheels and one mudguard onthe 
secondscaie, the steering wheel 
and the front bumper on the third 
scale, and soon. in this waythe 
movement of each part of thecar 
can be made tooveilap with the 
part next to it as far as possible. 
Theamaunt of movement depends 

:on lhe circumstances. 



Timing an oscillating movement 
A fast vibrating movement, such as a spring twanging, can be 
done as shown in Fig. A. The movement between the. 
extremes is so fast that no in-between drawings are necess- 
ary. I t  is only necessary to show the extreme positions of the 
spring getting gradually closer to the rest position. The 
vibration ofa larger and heavltr ubject, such a i  a springboard 
)udt after d, dluer has len it, ia timed more slowly, raking 
perhapr four frames to go fram the bottom of the movement to 
the top. In any action in whlch the d~reetion uf movement 
reverses at an  extreme, it tends to eonw out of the extreme 
more slowly than going into it. This gives more 'znnp' to the 
movement. Cycles of less than SIX frames may look mechani- 
cal and it may be wunh d~ubling the length of the cycle wxh 
two dtlTerent variations of the moremcnt or. instead of usino - 
a reoeat of four frames. use a double near-reoeat of seven or 
nine frames, so that the same positions do not appear on two 
consecutive repeats. 

The other type of inanimate repeat is discussed on page 82, in 
which the force of the wind causes a wave to move along a 
flag. A similar movement takes place when an animal wags 
its tail. The tail-wagging muscles can be considered as acting 
directly on the part of the tail next to the animal's body 
causing the lower section of the tail to move fram side to side. 
As the tail is flexible this movement is transmitted to the 
next, higher section with a slight time lag. The movement of 
this second section is then passed on with another time lag, 
and so on to the end. 

A Avibrating spring, animated on 
single frames. 

on double tramee. 

E Asurpiised reaction can be 
achieved by inbetweening the 
character fram 1 to 130" odd 
numbers and fram 2 to 1300 even 
numbers. Ifthedrawings are shot 
COnSBCUtively a vibrating 
movement is achieved, coming to 
rest on 13. 



A Raising an aim, showng effect 
of flexible joints 

Timing to suggest weight and force-1 
Each part of the body moves as a result of the action of 
muscles, or as a result of the movement of another part of the 
bod" to which it is attached. For instance in Fia. A, when the 
arm is raised, the upper arm tends to be raised fist by the 
shoulder muscles. As the elhaw is a flexible joint, there is a 
time lag before the forearm starts to move and similarly 
another time lag before the hand moves. 

In a walk, the knee is a hinge joint and the ankle acts almost 
like a ball and socket joint. If the angle between the shin and 
the foot is kept the same, the ankle joint appears to be rigid, 
so this angle must vary. In Fig. B the foot starts on the 
ground (position 1) and is lifted forward for the step. The knee 
is raised, but the foot tends to hang back and so comes up heel 
first. The toe trails downwards until the top of the movement 
(position 4), but as the leg straightens the foot tends to keep 
going up and so, as the heel goes down, the foot rotates until 
the heel hits the ground (positions 5 and 6). The foot now 
tends to continue its downward movement but as it is stopped 
by the ground it  quickly slaps down flat. 

If, as in Fig. C, a character is to give a strong pull on a rope, 
the first part of the body to move is prohahly the hips, 
followed by the shoulders, the arms and finally by the rope. 
The amount of movement depends on the strength of the 
character, the weight on the other end of the rope and the 

B in awalkthellexbieankieloinl 
results in the foot t ra lng  
downwardsas !he ankle goes up 
on drawings 2 and 3 and trailtng 
upwards asthe ankle goesdown 
ondrawngs5  and6  

mood of the scene, hut the order in which different parts of the 
movement take place is the same. 

If, in the same situation, the character is being pulled by a 
force at the other end of the rope, as in Fig. D, then the order 
of events is reversed. First the rope moves, then the arm, the 
shoulders and the hips. The first part of the pull takes up the 
slack in the rope, and if the movement is fast, the shoulders 
do not move until the rope and the arms have been pulled into 
a straieht line. At this mint the shoulders ierk forward and 
the character tends to full out into a straight line as he goes C The sequence ofeventswhen a 
out of screen. In a slow, steady pull the character may have man pulls on a rope on drawing 2 
time to react and try to resist hetaker uotheslack on3he 

~ ~ 

star1sto move h s  bodyweight 
backwards and on 4 he leans back 
on the rooe 

0 When the rope itself is jerked, 
the man's arms are drawn forwards 
unt81 they are in astraight line with 
the rope At this pont  h s  
shoulders are pulled forward n 
drawn9 3 and n 4  and 5 h s  whole 
body is dragged away 



Timing to suggest weight and force-2 
To give the impression that a character is wielding a heavy 
hammer it is important to time the movement carefully. 

The start position is as Fig. 1. The man is relaxed with the 
hammer head resting on the peg which he is going to  hit. To 
start the movement he lifts the hammer. If it is heavy, he 
cannot do this in the position shown in Fig. 1A as he would 
then be off-balance and would topple over. In order to transfer 
the weight of the hammer over his feet so that he is balanced, 
he must step forward and grasp the hammer near its head 

(Wg. 2). He can now slide the hammer towards himself and 
lift it above his widely-spaced feet (Fig. 3). As the head of the 
hammer rises above shoulder level, he starts to move its 
weight backwards in preparation for the fonvard action. 
However he cannot let it go too far behind him or he would 
overbalance backwards (Fig. 4). So he starts to move his body 
weight forward, and this eventually starts the hammer head 
moving forward (Fig. 5) .  He jerks his body forwards and 
downwards to give a forward impetus (Fig. 6 )  and the job is 
done. Now he need only step back and the hammer will fall 
and hit the peg. This position links up to Fig. 1 or at least Fig. 
2. 

TO make the hammer look heavy 
the man must keep the welght of 
the hamrnei head morear less 
balanced above his feet until he 
hlts the ground wlth 81 Only alight 
hammercould be lifted as in 1A 
without the man falling aver 



Timing to suggest weight and f o r c e 3  
In an energetic, repeated movement, far example, a man 
hitting something with a pitchfork, the different parts of the 
figure move in a particular way to give the maximum feeling 
of effort. 

Drawing 1 shows the impact ofthe pitchfork with the ground. 
The end of the pitchfork remains in contact with the ground 
for drawings 2-4, whilst the body begins to move out of the 
extreme position in readiness for the next stroke. The 
shoulders arrive at their furthest backward position in 
drawing I and begin to move forwards again in drawing 8, 
although the head of the pitchfork is still moving backwards. 
In drawing 9, the hips move quickly backwards as the 
shoulders and arms come forward and downwards, leaving a 
big gap between the position of the pitchfork in this drawing 
and that in drawing 1 to give a final impact to the movement. 
Note how the curvature of the body changes from convex to 
concave by means of 'S' curves on drawings 2 and 7. 

The man is repeatedly hitlmg 
somelhng onthe ground with a 
pllchfork Note how the weight of 
the body is manoeuvred to get the 
max,mum effort into the impact on 
drawing 1 



Timing to suggest weight and force-4 
An athlete is going to lift the heavy bar bell. He atarts 
confidently, and in drawing 17 is anticipating grabbing the 
bar. He grabs the bar on 25, and 31 is the anticipation to the 
first attempted lift. He is atill confident but grits his teeth 
somewhat as he makes the effort, as shown in drawing 37. 
The bar bell does not move. After 37 he comes to a puzzled 
hold as he realises he has a mare difficult pmblem than he 
thought. In drawing 57 he makes a much bigger jerk after 
making a mare determined and annoyed anticipation in 
drawing 51. After this jerk he manages to lift the bar bell 
with great difficulty. A few frames after drawing 65 he 
collapses out of screen under the weight. 

On drawing 17 the athlete 
conlidentiy preparestolift the 
heavy bar bell. Heanticipates on 
drawing 31 and tries10 lift on 
draiving 37. The weight does not 
moves0 he makes arnuch bigger 
anticipationon drawing 51 and a 
big jeikon drawing57, which 
enables him to get the wetght up in 
the air on drawing 65, before 
~ol lapsing with exhaustion. 



Timing to suggest force: repeat action 
In a repetitive to and fro action such as sawing, it is not 
sufficient to draw the forward and backward extremes and 
then inbetween them. To convey the feeling of effort being 
put into the action it is necessary to analyse the relationship 
in time between the movement of the body weight, the 
muscles of the arm, and the action of the saw. This can be 
done by actual or mental miming. If a lot of effort is needed to 
push the saw through the wood, this cannot be supplied by 
the arm muscles alone, as straightening and bending the arm 
would move the shoulder back and forth as well as the saw. 
Immediately before straightening the arm, the whole body 
weight must be moved forward, so that when the arm does 
straighten it does so against the forward momentum of the 
body weight and so the thrust is applied to the saw. The 
thrust is increased by rotating the shoulders at  the same 
time. 

When sawing with the right hand the right shoulder is held 
back during the beginning of the forward body movement, 
then it is quickly brought forward, followed immediately by 
the straightening of the right arm, which puts the full effort 
of the movement into the action of the saw. On the return 
stroke, little effort is required in the movement of the saw, 
which cuts only on the forward stroke and so the sequence of 
events is less complicated. Some time lag between the 
backward movement of the body and the saw makes the 
animation more fluid, but otherwise straightforward inbe- 
tween drawings are sufficient. 

In a repeated movementsuch as 
sawng, the acton s bascaly  
forwaidand backward between 1 
and 9 However, to give a feeling of 
effort, Intermediate keys, 5 and 9, 
are also needed Olthsse 5 is 
more imporlant asthe weight of 
the body comes forward befoie the 
1inalthruStisgivento:he right arm. 


